
9.2 Ensemble/combination techniques 
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Mostly used for classification tasks. 
Basic idea of all methods is to have several classifiers 
trying to classify a given example and then let these 
classifiers cooperate after they have done their 
individual classification. The classifiers are then called an 
ensemble and there are different ways how ensembles 
are created. 

Class A Class B Class C 
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}  What training sets to use? 
}  What base learner(s) to use? 
}  How to create diversity among the learners 

(if not using different base learners)? 
}  How to combine the results from the different 

learners (this is where the cooperation happens)? 
 

Problems to solve 
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}  provide each learner with own training set: 
}  choose randomly 
}  favor a particular class 
}  react to results from “previous” learners 
}  ... 

}  use same training sets but give each learner different 
other parameters 

}  use different base learners 

Creating diversity 
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}  any combination function: 
}  voting 
}  weighted voting 
}  highest score for any class by any classifier 
}  ... 

}  predetermined vs. learned itself  
}  decision pipeline 

Combination methods 
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General idea for decision making: 
}  Have a group of k classifiers decide on final outcome 

by performing voting 

Example 1: Bagging 

Class A 

Class B 

Class B 
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Creating (learning) ensemble: 
}  Given training set D, create new training set D1 by 

sampling from D (with uniform probability, allowing 
for copies) |D1| times 

}  Repeat the above to get from Di to Di+1 

}  Run same learning algorithm on each of the Di 

Example 1: Bagging (cont.) 
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Strengths: 
}  improves substantially unstable learning methods: 

}  methods where small changes in the training data create 
large changes in the resulting classifiers 

}  Examples: decision trees, neural networks 

}  very easy to realize  

Example 1: Bagging (cont.) 
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General idea for decision making: 
}  learners use differently weighted training examples 
}  learners have weighted votes 

Example 2: Boosting 

Class A 
x 0.5 Class A 

x 1.5 

Class B 
x 2.5 
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Creating (learning) ensemble: 
}  Train classifiers in sequence 
}  Start with giving all training examples equal weight 
}  After having learned a classifier, identify training 

examples that are not correctly classified 
}  Increase weight on these examples and train next 

classifier. 

Example 2: Boosting (cont.) 
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Strengths 
}  can use so-called weak classifiers 
}  several variants possible 

Weaknesses: 
}  several parameters that need to be chosen the right 

way 

Example 2: Boosting (cont.) 
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}  there are many more methods for combining 
classifiers 

}  ensemble methods themselves can be combined 
}  relatively little work on combining different base 

learners 
 
Literature: 
}  Dietterich: Ensemble methods in machine learning 

(2000) 
}  Rokach: Ensemble-based classifiers (2010) 

General remarks 



9.3 Cooperation of learners 
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In contrast to ensemble methods, cooperative learners 
exchange information while doing the learning. 
(although ensemble methods can be seen as one kind 
of cooperation methods). 
Since most learning methods are some kind of search, 
the usual methods for distributing search can be 
applied, but especially for learning methods the chance 
of distributing unnecessary work is rather high (which 
results in no or very little speed-ups; remember that 
many methods do local search). 



Example: CoLe 
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See Gao, Denzinger, James: A Cooperative Multi-agent 
Data Mining Model and Its Application to Medical Data 
on Diabetes, Proc. Autonomous Intelligent Systems: 
Agents and Data Mining, Springer LNAI 3505, 2005, pp. 
93-107. 
CoLe (Cooperative Learning) is a distribution method 
improving on the competition approach (and inspired 
by TECHS, but also some ideas from Teamwork). 



Example: CoLe (cont.) 
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Example: CoLe (cont.) 
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}  aims at mining rules that combine conditions with 
sequences and have a certain conclusion  

}  uses miners for sequences and miners for “normal” 
rules: 
}  Apriori for “normal” rules 
}  evolutionary approach for sequences 

}  learning organized in rounds (producing rules) 
}  AgCBN uses produced rules to create combination 

rules that have predicates and “sequences as 
predicates” evaluated by testing them on examples 
(using same fitness as evolutionary approach) 



Example: CoLe (cont.) 
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}  AgCBN also implements aspects of the supervisor in a 
Teamwork-based system: 
}  generating the Di for the miners 
}  giving feedback to the miners in form of features to favor 

and features to avoid 
}  choosing what combination rules make it into the end 

result of the mining 

}  Later CoLe was extended to CoLe2 that added an 
outer loop for coordinating several learning/mining 
runs 



9.4 Postprocessing 
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}  Some machine learning methods have already 
components that have to be considered 
postprocessing, for example AprioriAll 

}  Some ensemble methods can also be seen as 
postprocessing, since some of the learners have 
finished their learning when additional actions take 
place. 

}  Very often, humans use learners but modify their 
results using their own knowledge, which also can be 
considered postprocessing. 

}  Some people consider generating visualizations of 
what was learned as postprocessing. 


